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CORE COURSE III    

     PROGRAMMING IN JAVA  

 Objective:  To  understand  the  basic  concepts  of  Object  Oriented  Programming  with  Java

language

 Unit  I  Object  Oriented  Programming  :  Introduction  to  OOP  –  Objects  and  Classes  –

Characteristics  of  OOP  –  Difference  between  OOP  and  Procedure  Oriented  Language  –

Introduction to java Programming : Introduction – Features of Java – Comparing java and Other

Languages – Applications and Applets – Java Development Kit – Complex Programs – Java

Source File Structure – Prerequisites for Compiling and Running Java Programs 

Unit II Java Language Fundamentals : The Building Blocks of Java – Data Types – Variable

Declarations – Wrapper Classes – Operations and Assignment – Control Structures – Arrays –

Strings – StringBuffer Class 

Unit III Java as an OOP Language: Defining Classes – Modifiers – Packages – Interfaces

 Unit  IV Exception  Handling  :  Introduction  –  Basics  of  Exception  Handling  –  Exception

Hierarchy  –  Constructors  and  Methods  in  Throwable  Class  -  Unchecked  and  Checked

Exceptions – Handling Exceptions in Java – Exception and Inheritance – Throwing User-defined

Exceptions  –  Redirecting  and  Rethrowing  Exceptions  –  Advantages  of  Exception  Handling

Mechanism – Multithreading : Introduction – Creating Threads – Thread Life-cycle – Thread

Priorities and Thread Scheduling – Thread Synchronization – Daemon Threads – Tread Groups –

Communication of Threads

 Unit V Files and I/O Streams : Overview – Java I/O – File Streams – FileInputStream and

FileOutputStream – File Streams – RandomAccess File – Serialization - Applets : Introduction –

Java Applications versus Java Applets – Applet Life-cycle – Working with Applets – The HTML

APPLET Tag – The java.Applet package

 Text Book : 1. Object Oriented Programming through Java, P. Radha Krishna, University Press,

2011. 

Reference Book: 1. Java Programming, K. Rajkumar, Pearson India, 2013 *****  



INTRODUCTION 

Object oriented programming is a way of solving complex problems by breaking them

into smaller problems using objects. Before Object Oriented Programming (commonly referred

as OOP), programs were written in procedural language, they were nothing but a long list of

instructions. On the other hand, the OOP is all about creating objects that can interact with each

other, this makes it easier to develop programs in OOP as we can understand the relationship

between them.

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING (OOP)

In Object oriented programming we write programs using classes and objects utilising features of

OOPs such as abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism.

Class and Objects

A class is like a blueprint of data member and functions and object is an instance of class. For

example,  lets  say  we  have  a  class Car which  has  data  members  (variables)  such  as  speed,

weight, price and functions such as gearChange(), slowDown(), brake() etc. Now lets say I create

a object of this class named FordFigo which uses these data members and functions and give

them  its  own  values.  Similarly  we  can  create  as  many  objects  as  we  want  using  the

blueprint(class).

//Class name is Car

class Car

{

    //Data members

    char name[20];

    int speed;

    int weight;

 

public:

    //Functions

    void brake(){



    }

    void slowDown(){

    }

};

 

int main()

{

   //ford is an object

   Car ford; 

}

ABSTRACTION

Abstraction is a process of hiding irrelevant details from user. For example, When you send an

sms you just type the message, select the contact and click send, the phone shows you that the

message has been sent, what actually happens in background when you click send is hidden from

you as it is not relevant to you.

ENCAPSULATION

Encapsulation is a process of combining data and function into a single unit like capsule. This is

to avoid the access of private data members from outside the class. To achieve encapsulation, we

make all data members of class private and create public functions, using them we can get the

values from these data members or set the value to these data members.

INHERITANCE

Inheritance is a feature using which an object of child class acquires the properties of parent 

class.

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

class ParentClass {

  //data member

  public:



    int var1 =100;

};

class ChildClass: public ParentClass {

  public:

  int var2 = 500;

};

int main(void) {

  ChildClass obj;

}

Now this object obj can use the properties (such as variable var1) of ParentClass.

POLYMORPHISM

Function overloading and Operator overloading are examples of polymorphism. Polymorphism

is  a  feature  using  which  an  object  behaves  differently  in  different  situation.

In function  overloading we can  have more  than one  function  with same name but  different

numbers, type or sequence of arguments.

MESSAGE PASSING: 

Objects communicate with one another by sending and receiving information to each other. A

message for an object  is  a request  for execution of a  procedure and therefore will  invoke a

function  in  the receiving  object  that  generates  the desired results.  Message passing involves

specifying the name of the object, the name of the function and the information to be sent.

CHARACTERISTICS OF OOP

Some key features of the Object Oriented programming are:

- Emphasis on data rather than procedure

- Programs are divided into entities known as objects

- Data Structures are designed such that they characterize objects

- Functions that operate on data of an object are tied together in data structures

- Data is hidden and cannot be accessed by external functions

- Objects communicate with each other through functions



- New data and functions can be easily added whenever necessary

- Follows bottom up design in program design

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROCEDURAL PROGRAMMING AND 
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING:

PROCEDURAL ORIENTED PROGRAMMING OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

In procedural programming, 

program is divided into small parts 

called functions.

In object oriented programming, 

program is divided into small parts 

called objects.

Procedural programming 

follows top down approach.

Object oriented programming 

follows bottom up approach.

There is no access specifier in 

procedural programming.

Object oriented programming have 

access specifiers like private, public, 

protected etc.

Adding new data and function is not

easy. Adding new data and function is easy.

Procedural programming does not 

have any proper way for hiding data

so it is less secure.

Object oriented programming provides

data hiding so it is more secure.

In procedural programming, 

overloading is not possible.

Overloading is possible in object 

oriented programming.

In procedural programming, 

function is more important than 

data.

In object oriented programming, data 

is more important than function.



PROCEDURAL ORIENTED PROGRAMMING OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

Procedural programming is based 

on unreal world.

Object oriented programming is based 

on real world.

Examples: C, FORTRAN, Pascal, 

Basic etc. Examples: C++, Java, Python, C# etc.

INTRODUCTION TO JAVA PROGRAMMING 

Java is  an  object-oriented  programming  language  developed  by  James  Gosling  and

colleagues  at  Sun  Microsystems  in  the  early  1990s.  ... Java is  only  distantly  related  to

JavaScript, though they have similar names and share a C-like syntax. History. Java was started

as a project called "Oak" by James Gosling in June 1991.

Its platform independence means that programs written in the Java language must run

similarly on diverse hardware. One should be able to write a program once and run it anywhere.

          This is achieved by most Java compilers by compiling the Java language code "halfway"

to bytecode (specifically Java bytecode)—simplified machine instructions specific to the Java

platform. The code is then run on a virtual machine (VM), a program written in native code on

the  host  hardware  that  interprets  and  executes  generic  Java  bytecode.  Further,  standardized

libraries  are  provided  to  allow  access  to  features  of  the  host  machines  (such  as  graphics,

threading and networking) in  unified ways.  Note that,  although there's  an explicit  compiling

stage, at some point, the Java bytecode is interpreted or converted to native machine instructions

by the JIT compiler.

FEATURES OF JAVA 

The primary objective of Java programming language creation was to make it portable, simple

and secure programming language. Apart from this, there are also some excellent features which

play an important role in the popularity of this language. The features of Java are also known as

java buzzwords.

A list of most important features of Java language is given below.



1. Simple

2. Object-Oriented

3. Portable

4. Platform independent

5. Secured

6. Robust

7. Architecture neutral

8. Interpreted

9. High Performance

10. Multithreaded

11. Distributed

12. Dynamic



Object Oriented

In Java, everything is an Object. Java can be easily extended since it is based on the Object

model.

Platform Independent

Unlike many other programming languages including C and C++, when Java is compiled, it is

not compiled into platform specific machine, rather into platform-independent byte code. This

byte  code  is  distributed  over  the  web  and  interpreted  by  the  Virtual  Machine  (JVM)  on

whichever platform it is being run on.

Simple

Java is designed to be easy to learn. If you understand the basic concept of OOP Java, it would

be easy to master.

Secure

With Java's secure feature it enables to develop virus-free, tamper-free systems. Authentication

techniques are based on public-key encryption.

Architecture-neutral

Java compiler generates an architecture-neutral  object file format, which makes the compiled

code executable on many processors, with the presence of Java runtime system.

Portable

Being architecture-neutral and having no implementation dependent aspects of the specification

makes  Java  portable.  The  compiler  in  Java  is  written  in  ANSI  C  with  a  clean  portability

boundary, which is a POSIX subset.

Robust

Java makes an effort to eliminate error-prone situations by emphasizing mainly on compile time

error checking and runtime checking.



Multithreaded

With Java's multithreaded feature it is possible to write programs that can perform many tasks

simultaneously. This design feature allows the developers to construct interactive applications

that can run smoothly.

Interpreted

Java byte code is translated on the fly to native machine instructions and is not stored anywhere.

The development process is more rapid and analytical since the linking is an incremental and

light-weight process.

High Performance

With the use of Just-In-Time compilers, Java enables high performance.

Distributed

Java is designed for the distributed environment of the internet.

Dynamic

Java is considered to be more dynamic than C or C++ since it is designed to adapt to an evolving

environment. Java programs can carry an extensive amount of run-time information that can be

used to verify and resolve accesses to objects at run-time.

COMPARING JAVA AND OTHER LANGUAGES 

Java vs. Other Programming Languages: 

Java is one of the most popular programming language and is used to create web applications,

customized software and web portals, including E-commerce and M-commerce Solutions.

Java vs C++

Java was basically derived from C++. C++ was designed mainly for systems programming and

extending  the  C  programming  language  but Java  was  created  initially  to  support  network

computing. Though  Java  is  slower  than  C++. Compare  the  libraries  of  two  languages,  C++



standard libraries are simple and robust, providing containers and associative arrays but Java has

a powerful cross-platform library.

Java vs Ruby

Java and Ruby are object-oriented languages and are strongly typed.  Java code is first translated

into virtual machine code which runs faster than Ruby’s interpreted code. Ruby will take fewer

lines of code as compared to Java.   High traffic sites use Java rather than Ruby. A few years

back,  Twitter  migrated  to Java and Scala  from Ruby. JRuby,  basically  written in  Java is  an

implementation of the Ruby programming language atop the Java Virtual Machine.

Java vs Python

Python  is  a   fully  supports  object-oriented  programming.  Java  is not  a  pure  object-oriented

language. Python is connects system components, whereas Java is characterized as a low-level

implementation language. Java runs fast as compared to Python. Python programs are shorter as

compared to Java programs.

Java vs PHP

PHP is a server side scripting language whereas Java is a general purpose language. PHP is a

weakly typed language whereas Java is a strongly typed language. A major difference between

the  two  is  that  in  PHP,  the  JVM  is  restarted  after  every  request;  this  can  result  in  extra

performance problems.

Java vs C#

If  security  or  performance  is  being  considered  then  both  languages  receive  a  similar  score.

Java is a platform-independent language. C# is not quite platform independent as it can run on

Windows and Mac OS-X but not Linux.

APPLICATIONS AND APPLETS

1. class Student{  

2.  int id;  

3.  String name;  

4. }  



5. class TestStudent2{  

6.  public static void main(String args[]){  

7.   Student s1=new Student();  

8.   s1.id=101;  

9.   s1.name="Sonoo";  

10.   System.out.println(s1.id+" "+s1.name);//printing members with a white space  

11.  }  

An applet is a Java program that runs in a Web browser. An applet can be a

fully functional Java application because it has the entire Java API at its disposal.

There  are  some  important  differences  between  an  applet  and  a  standalone  Java

application, including the following −

 An applet is a Java class that extends the java.applet.Applet class.

 A main() method is  not invoked on an applet,  and an applet  class will  not

define main().

 Applets are designed to be embedded within an HTML page.

 When a user views an HTML page that contains an applet, the code for the

applet is downloaded to the user's machine.

 A JVM is required to view an applet. The JVM can be either a plug-in of the

Web browser or a separate runtime environment.

 The JVM on the user's machine creates an instance of the applet  class and

invokes various methods during the applet's lifetime.

 Applets have strict security rules that are enforced by the Web browser. The

security of an applet is often referred to as sandbox security, comparing the

applet to a child playing in a sandbox with various rules that must be followed.



 Other classes that the applet needs can be downloaded in a single Java Archive

(JAR) file.

Life Cycle of an Applet

Four methods in the Applet class gives you the framework on which you build any
serious applet −

 init − This method is intended for whatever initialization is needed for your
applet.  It  is  called  after  the  param  tags  inside  the  applet  tag  have  been
processed.

 start −  This  method is  automatically  called  after  the  browser  calls  the  init
method. It is also called whenever the user returns to the page containing the
applet after having gone off to other pages.

 stop − This method is automatically called when the user moves off the page
on which the applet sits. It can, therefore, be called repeatedly in the same
applet.

 destroy − This method is only called when the browser shuts down normally.
Because applets are meant to live on an HTML page, you should not normally
leave resources behind after a user leaves the page that contains the applet.

 paint − Invoked immediately after the start() method, and also any time the
applet needs to repaint itself in the browser. The paint() method is actually
inherited from the java.awt.

A "Hello, World" Applet

Following is a simple applet named HelloWorldApplet.java −

import java.applet.*;

import java.awt.*;

public class HelloWorldApplet extends Applet {

   public void paint (Graphics g) {

      g.drawString ("Hello World", 25, 50);

   }

}



These import statements bring the classes into the scope of our applet class −

 java.applet.Applet

 java.awt.Graphics

Without those import statements, the Java compiler would not recognize the classes Applet and

Graphics, which the applet class refers.

 import java.awt.Graphics;

 /* <applet code="EduApplet" width=200 height=60>

 </applet> */

 public class EduApplet extends Applet{

 public void paint(Graphics g){ g.drawString( "Welcome To Edureka's Applet Tutorial" , 

150 , 150 );

 } }

 JAVA DEVELOPMENT KIT

The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a software development environment used for developing

Java applications and applets.  It  includes the Java Runtime Environment  (JRE),  an interpreter/loader

(java), a compiler (javac), an archiver (jar), a documentation generator (javadoc) and other tools needed

in Java development.

Java developers are initially presented with two JDK tools, java and javac. Both

are run from the command prompt. Java source files are simple text files saved with

an extension of .java. After writing and saving Java source code, the javac compiler is

invoked to create .class files. Once the .class files are created, the 'java' command can

be used to run the java program.

For developers who wish to work in an integrated development environment

(IDE), a JDK bundled with Netbeans can be downloaded from the Oracle website.

Such  IDEs  speed  up  the  development  process  by  introducing  point-and-click  and

drag-and-drop features for creating an application.



There  are  different  JDKs  for  various  platforms.  The  supported  platforms  include

Windows, Linux and Solaris. Mac users need a different software development kit,

which includes adaptations of some tools found in the

  JAVA SOURCE FILE STRUCTURE 

A Java source file can have the following elements that,  if present, must be specified in the

following order:

1. An optional package declaration to specify a package name. 

2. Zero or more import declarations. Since import declarations introduce class and interface

names in the source code, they must be placed before any type declarations. 

3. Any number of top-level class and interface declarations. Since these declarations belong

to the same package, they are said to be defined at the top level, which is the package

level.

The classes and interfaces can be defined in any order. Class and interface declarations

are collectively known as type declarations. Technically, a source file need not have any

such definitions, but that is hardly useful.

Figure 2.2. Java Source File Structure



 PREREQUISITES FOR COMPILING AND RUNNING JAVA PROGRAMS

To write compile and execute a java program, the first requirement is a java development

kit.

 The  Java 2 standard  Edition  is  primer  solution  for  rapidly  developing  and deploying

mission-critical  enterprise applications  It provides the essential  compiler  ,tools run-times and

APIs for writing deploying and running applets and applications in java programming language.

The J2SE is  at the core java technology and version 1.4   raises the java platform to a

higher standard from client to server from desktop to supercomputer improvements have been

made to J2SE across the dboard with version 1.4 enterprises  can now use java technology to

develop more demanding business applications with less effort and in less time.

J2SE is available on the website of sun Microsystems.  This software development kit is

freely downloadable form the following website 

http://java.sun.com./j2se/1.41/download.html



the following link would give access to documentation 

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/docs /index.html

In order to compile java programs the java development kit (J2SDK) has to downloaded

and should be installed on the computer . After the software is installed the class path has to set.

The class path specifies where the java library is available.


